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Agmon, Douglis and Nirenberg in [ 1, II] defined ellipticity in the 
boundary problem for a system of mixed order partial differential equations 
and obtained the associated a priori estimates. In this paper we extend to 
ADN-elliptic systems two theorems established by Freeman and Schechter in 
[4] for boundary problems for a single elliptic equation, relying, for the most 
part, on the methods of (41. 
The first theorem is a condition, which is both necessary and sufficient, for 
the existence, uniqueness and regularity of solutions on a half-space. A 
bounded inverse estimate is also obtained. The proof here, as in [4], is based 
on a Fourier transform approach but we differ from [4] in our treatment of 
the associated problem for ordinary differential equations. 
We remark that the methods used here also yield a proof of the a priori 
estimate differing from the fundamental solution approach of Agmon, 
Douglis and Nirenberg [ 11. 
The second theorem is a direct generalization to elliptic systems of the 
Fredholm condition of Freeman and Schechter for the (possibly unbounded) 
uniformly regular domains of Browder [2]. We follow the method of 
Freeman and Schechter which is a modification of the method indicated by 
Browder in [2]. 
While both Agmon, Douglis and Nirenberg (A-D-N) and Freeman and 
Schecter dealt with boundary problems in Lp, 1 < p < co, the theorems 
stated here are for boundary problems in L2 but both can be extended to Lp. 
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JOHN A. LADWIG 
1. CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS PROBLEMS ON R: 
In this section we shall denote points in Rn by X = (x, y) and E = (<, q), 
where x = (xi ,..., x,-J and r= (< i ,..., r,- i). The half-spaces y > 0 and y > 0 
will be denoted by (R: and R:, respectively. We will use standard multi- 
index notation (see [3], for example) and we let Dj = (l/i) a/&,, D, = (l/i) 
WY, D, = (0, t..., D,,-,)and D= (D,.D,). 
If P(r, q) is the polynomial with complex coefficients yielding the partial 
differential operator P(D,, D,,) upon the substitution Dj for rj and D, for 71, 
we will call P(& q) the (full) symbol of P(D,, DY). 
We shall use the notation It] = (CJ:,’ <T)“’ and e(r) = (1 + 1~1’)“‘. 
Similar notation regarding Z will also be used. 
As in [ 1 ] we shall consider systems, 
~ A ii(D) Uj(X) = S,(x), i = l,..., N, 
j= I 
of partial differential equations where the order of the operators depends on 
two systems of non-negative integer weights, s,,..., sN and t, ,..., t,. Slightly 
modifying the notation of [ 11, we will assume this dependence takes the form 
order A,(D) < tj - si, (1.1) 
where tj - si < 0 is understood to imply Aij(D) = 0. 
For such a weighted matrix, A(D), of partial differential operators we 
define the principal symbol, M’(Z), of A(D) by ,z$(Z) equals the sum of 
terms of Aij(Z) having degree (in Z) exactly tj - si. 
DEFINITION 1.1 [ 11. The system A(D) is elliptic if 
det .-d(Z) # 0 for all EE R”\(O}. (1.2) 
We remark that (1.2) is equivalent to: there exists C > 0 such that for all 
E E R”\(O) 
ldet &‘((;“)I > C [El”, (1.3) 
where u = xi”=, (ti - sj). 
DEFINITION 1.2 [ 11. An elliptic system, A(D), is properly elliptic if 
det <d(E) is of degree 2m (in Z) and for every pair of linearly independent 
real vectors E and E’, the polynomial det .c4(5 + z.5’) in the complex 
variable z has exactly m roots with positive imaginary part. 
Remark. If n > 3, every elliptic system .is properly elliptic. See, e.g., ] 1, I, 
p. 6311. 
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For the properly elliptic system A (D,, D,,) and any r # 0, denote by J,(r), 
k = l,..., m, the m roots of det &(<, z) = 0 indicated above. Set 
f?f+ (tJ, z> = fi (z - &Jr)). (1.4) 
k=l 
Also, let ‘Z(& z) denote the (classical) adjoint of ,&(c, z) (i.e., the transpose 
of the matrix of cofactors). 
In this section we consider boundary problems on IR: for a properly 
elliptic system A(D) with the boundary conditions having the form 
N 
1 B*j(D) uj(x) = ghtX) on alR:,h= l,..., m, 
j=l 
where the order of Bhj(D) depends on a set of positive integer weights (rh} 
and the weights (fj} already assigned to (the dependent variables through) 
A(D). This dependence again has the form 
order Bhj(D) < tj - rh, (1.5) 
with the understanding that rj - r,, < 0 implies B, = 0. 
Throughout the following we shall assume that the systems A(D) and 
B(D) have weights {si, tj} and {r,,} satisfying (1.1) and (1.5) respectively. 
The principal symbol .9(Z) of the matrix, B(D), of boundary operators is 
defined by .ghj(E) equals the sum of terms of Bhj(Z) having degree (in E) 
exactly tj - rh. 
In order that the boundary problem be “well-posed” the following 
condition is necessary. 
DEFINITION 1.3 [ 11. If A(D,, D,,) is properly elliptic, we will say that 
B(D,, Dy) couers A(D,, DJ on aI?: provided that for each r # 0. the rows 
of. S(& z) . %Y(<, z) are linearly independent modulo .H’ (l, z). 
Remark. We have followed the terminology of Freeman and Schechter. 
A-D-N called this the “complementing” condition and it is also called the 
Lopatinskii condition. 
In their foundational paper [ 1, II] on elliptic boundary problems for mixed 
order systems Agmon, Douglis and Nirenberg showed that the conditions of 
Definitions 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 are necessary and sufficient for an a priori 
estimate. We state the estimate after defining the function spaces used herein. 
If B is any open subset, or domain, in I?“, we let C$(s2) denote the set of 
infinitely differentiable functions on Sz having compact support inside Q, and 
CT(fi) the restrictions to R of compactly supported, infinitely differentiable 
functions on R”. We will often write CT for CT(lR”). 
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For fECF the Fourier transform of f is given by .Tf(E) = 
(e-iX’~‘f(X)dXwhereX.Z=x,r,+...+x,r,. 
Let s be a real number and for 4 E CF define 11#1], = 
[t I.FT-‘(e(Z)Y~)12 dX]“2, where e(E)’ = 1 + r: + ... + c:. 
DEFINITION 1.4 [4]. (a) W(lR”) is the completion of CF with respect 
to the norm )I IIS. 
(b) For any domain &? in R” we define ZP(R) for s > 0 to be the 
restrictions to J2 of functions in W(R”) under the norm ]I u ]I: = inf{l] u/I, : 
v=u on J2). 
(c) Let 3Q denote the boundary of 0. For s > 0 we let W(aR) denote 
the restrictions to X2 of functions in Hs+liz(Q) with norm 11 g(jf”’ = 
iIw4,n+,,2: v=gonaQ}. 
(d) Let s = (s,,..., sN) be an N-tuple of real numbers. Define W(Q) = 
nr=, W(Q) and similarly for W(aQ). 
Throughout the following we will use the notation t = (t, ,..., t!,), 
s = (s, )...) s.J, r = Q-1 ,.**, r,) and we will write r - i for (r, - f ,..., rm - i). 
Setfi=R: andZ=aQ. 
THEOREM 1.5 [ 11. In order that there exist C > 0 such that for all 
24 E H’(O) 
II@ G wwhll~ + IIu3PMlF-I,2 + Ibll,“l (1.6) 
it is necessary and sufficient that A(D) be properly elliptic and B(D) cover 
A(D) on K 
Proof. See [ 1, II]. Necessity is on pp. 59-61; sufficiency is stated in 
Theorem 10.2, p. 76. 
The boundary problem yields an operator 
(A, y,,B): H’(R) -+ HS(R) x H’-“‘(T) (1.7) 
and we will call the operator (A, yoB) elliptic if it satisfies the hypotheses of 
Theorem 1 S. 
In [4] Freeman and Schechter showed that if the boundary problem for a 
single equation is elliptic (in the sense defined above) and if, further, the full 
symbol of the interior operator is invertible at all points of R” and a certain 
determinant condition, derived from the boundary operators, holds then the 
existence, uniqueness and regularity of solutions is assured. They also 
showed these conditions are necessary. 
The purpose of this section is to show that their result extends in a natural 
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way to boundary problems for a system, although our proof departs from the 
methods of [4]. 
The hypotheses we will need are as follows: 
(1) (A, y,,B) is elliptic as defined above. 
(2) detA(&) # 0 for all Z E R”. 
Before stating the stronger form of the covering condition we will need we 
discuss certain related information. 
LEMMA 1.6 [4]. There is a constant C > 0 such that 
e(Z)‘“’ < C 1 det A (E)( for all Z”E R”, (1.8) 
where e(Z) = (1 + 1El*)“*. 
Proof: This is Lemma 2.1, p. 216, of [4] for P(E) = detA(E). 
LEMMA 1.7 [4]. The equation det A(<, z) = 0 has exactly m roots in z 
having positive imaginary part for every c E I?“-‘. 
Proof: This is Lemma 2.2, p. 216, of [4]. 
Let us again denote these m roots n,(r),..., &,,(<) and in analogy with (1.4) 
set 
M+ ((3 z> = fi (z - &(O>. 
k=l 
(1.9) 
Also, let C(<, z) denote the classical adjoint of A(<, z). 
For each 1 <h<m, 1 <i<N and rE R”-’ write 
[B(t~ z, c(c[, z)]hi =5 &(t) Zm-k (modM+({,z)) (1.10) 
k=l 
and set 
Qd4 = dk(<) (1.11) 
foreach l<v<Nmwithv=(i-l)m+k. 
Then Q(t) = (Qh&)) is m x Nm and, for each < E R “-I, Q(r) is surjective 
if and only if the rows of B(& z) . C(<, ) z are linearly independent modulo 
bf+ (L z). 
Now in the (regularity) case where each A, and B, is homogeneous of 
appropriate degree (given by the weights), we have that 
qfk(c) is homogeneous in < of degree m + si + k - r,,. 
Whence the covering condition implies that there exists C > 0 such that for 
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each <,, E R”-‘\(O) there is a conical neighborhood V of co and indices 
vi ,..., v, such that for all r E V 
IWQh,,Wl > C I TIM, (1.12) 
where v, = (i, - 1)m + k, and M = C;“= 1 (m + si, + k, - r,). This is precisely 
the condition needed to obtain the a priori estimate (1.6). 
In the present case, however, we require the stronger form of the covering 
condition stated in Hypothesis 3. 
(3) There exists C, > 0 such that for every &, E R”- ’ there is a neigh- 
borhood V of to and indices v, ,..., v, such that for all {E V 
I WQh,,,(Ol > C, 40”‘~ (1.13) 
where v,=(i,- l)m+k,, M=C;“=,(m+Si,+k,-r,) and 40 = 
(’ Wk’k!e’yhis to obtain 
LEMMA 1.8, Suppose Q(c) satisfies Hypothesis 3. If 2: R”-’ + C” is 
measurable, we can find c(r) = (c,,(r)), ( ,,(Nm measurable, satisfying 
Q(l) 44 = 88 for all l E R”-’ 
andsuch thatforall l<i<Nand l<k<m, 
(1.14) 
(1.15) 
where v= (i- 1)m + k and C, is independent of g and lE R”-‘. 
ProoJ At an arbitrary r,, E R”- ‘, we use Hypothesis 3 to construct c(r) 
satisfying Lemma 1.8 in a neighborhood of co with the constant of (1.15) 
independent of &,. We may then cover R”-’ with such neighborhoods and 
“piece together” a single, measurable c(T) satisfying Lemma 1.8 on all of 
R”-‘. 
Consider a fixed to E R n-’ and let V be a neighborhood of <,, and v, ,..., v, 
indices satisfying Hypothesis 3. 
By permuting the columns of Q(c) we may obtain the form (ZZ 1 *) where 
n is m x m and the lth column of 17 is the v,th column of Q. Thus Uh, = Qhl,,, 
1 <h, I<m. 
We wish to estimate n,,(r), so recall (1.10) and (1.11). We have that 
[B(tT z, * c(t> z)lhi is a polynomial in (r, z) of degree &2m + si - rh. 
Considering this as a polynomial in z and letting w denote 2m + si - rhr the 
coefficient of z w-p is dominated by e(<)P. Moreover, upon examination of the 
division by M+(c, z), in which the coefficient of z”-~ is also dominated by 
e(oP, we see that at each step in the subtractive process the coefficient of 
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zw-P remains dominated by e({)P. Thus in the remainder the coefficient of 
zwmp is dominated by e(c)P, where p varies from m + Si - rh + 1 to 
2m + si - r,,. Replacing p by k + m + si - r,,, we find that 
lqFk(t)l < C3e(t)m+Si+k-‘h for all <E Ip”-’ (1.16) 
with C, independent of h, i and k. 
For each 1= l,..., m, write v,=(i,-l)m+k,, with l<i,<N and 
l<k,<m,andsetd,=m+s,.,+k,.Then 
I~&l < C, e(W’*~ (1.17) 
Moreover, rewriting (1.13), 
I det W3 > C, 43” for {E V, (1.18) 
where M = Cr! r (d, - r,). 
For <E V we will construct c(t) E C” such that IT(<) c(l) = g(r) and 
Then, setting c’(r) = (c(r), 0) an reversing the permutation taking Q(r) to d 
(I7 I *), we obtain c*(r) E CNm satisfying (1.14) and (1.15) for (E V. 
To find c(T) note that, by (1.18), n(c) is invertible for all c E V. Denote 
the inverse of n(r) by z(r). Then by Cramer’s rule, for 1 < h, I< m, 
I Q,(GI G I cofVL(~>>lll detW3l. 
But since /I7,,Jr)l< C, e(#-‘j with C, independent of j, k and 6 (by (1.16) 
and (1.17)) a computation shows 
Icof(ZZ,,(<))l < (m - l)! Cy-’ e(r)W’-‘d/-rh), 
which together with (1.18) gives 
I~dO < C, 4tFdf for <E V, (1.19) 
with C, depending only on m, C, and C,. 
Now, given $: IR”-’ -+ C”, let c(r) = rr(<)g(<) for r E V. Then 
n(t) 48 = t?(t) and 
e(tldl Ic,(O < 43” 2 I %c3 &(rI 
h=l 
< C2 5 e(tP I6Ath 
h=l 
using (1.19). This completes the proof. 
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THEOREM 1.9. If A(D) and B(D) satisfy Hypothesesl-3, then for each 
f E HS(J2) and g E H’-“*(T) there exists u E H’(Q) such that 
A(D)u=f and @P)u = g (1.20) 
and there exists C, > 0 such that for all u E H’(R) 
IM: < C, MWII: + lI~oW)4f-~,d (1.21) 
Proof: Recall Q = IR: and r = LX!. 
Given f E HS(S2), extend f to f’ E HS(R”) so that 
llf ‘II,“” G c5 Ilf IK (1.22) 
and set U’ =.F-’ [A -‘Xf ‘I, where .F denotes the Fourier transform on IR” 
and A-’ the inverse of A(<, v). Then 
A(D)u’ = f’ on IR” 
and 
II u’ II, G C6 Ilf’ IIS (1.23) 
by Cramer’s rule and (1.8). 
Suppose we can show: there exists v E H’(R) such that A(D)u = 0 on Q, 
Y~B(W = g - YAW’ on r and Ilvllp< C,IIy,,B(D)ull~-,,,, with C, 
depending only on A and B. 
If we then set u = U’ + u on Q, and observe that A(D)u = f’ + 0 = f on 
Q, while y,,B(D)u = yOB(D)u’ + (g - y,B(D)u’) = g on r, we have proved 
the existence of a solution to (1.20). 
Moreover 
IIG ,< II~T + Il4:‘* 
But, from (1.23) and (1.22) 
II 4: G CL7 Ilf II? ; 
while 
Ibll: Q c, /I gllF-I,2 + c, IIBPWIIP 
or 
with C, depending only on C, and B. 
(1.24) 
(1.25) 
(1.26) 
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Combining (l-24), (1.25) and (1.26), we obtain (1.21). Thus it suffices to 
show: there exists a C, > 0 such that for all g E H’-“*(r) there exists 
u E H’(0) with 
and 
‘4 (D)u = 0, Ydw)U = g (1.27) 
II4IP G c, IMIC-I,,. (1.28) 
Let fi({, y) denote the tangential Fourier transform of u on 
r= R”-’ x (0). Then (if) 
A(& qJ qr, Y) = 0, y>o, (fsIR”-‘, 
we can, by the methods of [ 1, II, Theorem 3.21, represent v^(<, y) in the form 
where r+(r) is a Jordan contour in (im z > O} enclosing the roots of 
M+(<, z) and p(<, z) is given as follows. 
Write M+(<, z) = Cy=“=o a,(r) zm-’ and define, for k = 0 ,..., m - 1, 
M: (<, z) = + a,(<) zk-‘. 
1% 
(1.30) 
These polynomials have the property that 
Z 
m-lM+ 
k-l(<TZ) dz=6 
M+(r, z) 
k.1) 
where 6,,, is the Kronecker delta. For a proof of this see [ 1, I, p. 6321. 
From this property it follows that, if we set, for i = l,..., N, 
(1.31) 
and P(& z) = (A (6 z),..., P.&L z)), where c(t) = (c,,(t)) E Pm, then, using 
(1.1% 
Thus, given g E H’-“*(T) and choosing c(r), by Lemma 1.8, to satisfy 
(1.14) and (1.15), the existence of a u satisfying (1.27) is established. We 
show u E H’(Q) by proving (1.28). 
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IC(L z)P(& zNi dz. (1.32) 
To obtain the desired estimate on u, we need certain facts concerning the 
roots of M+ (<, z) and an appropriate choice for the contour r+ (0. These are 
contained in 
LEMMA 1.10. Suppose det A(E) is properly elliptic and satisfies 
Hypothesis 2. Then there exists C,, > 0 such that the m roots J,,(r),..., l,,,(l) 
of Mf (r, z) = 0 (see Lemma 1.7 and (1.9)) satisfy 
C lo’ IUi3lG 44 < C,, I im UtX k = l,..., m. (1.33) 
Moreover, taking r+(r) = (lzl = 2C,, e(r) and im z > e(r)/2C,,) U {im z = 
e(r)/2C,, and IzI < 2C,,e(<)}, there exist constants C,,, C,, and C,, > 0 
such that for all < E R ‘- ’ and z E T+ (0 
C,‘Izl~e(~)~C,,limzl, (1.34) 
lewd+ (0) < Cl2 44 (1.35) 
and 
4V < Cl3 lM+ (6 ~11. (1.36) 
Proof Inequality (1.33) is (2.54), p. 223 of [4] and (1.34~(1.36) follow 
immediately from (1.33) and the definition of r+(r), taking C,, = 2C,,, 
C,, = 47rC,, and C,, = (2Cl,Jm. 1 
Estimating (1.32) using Lemma 1.10 we obtain 
(1.37) 
for all Ial +p<tj. 
To estimate [ C(& z) p(& z)lj, recall C(<, z) = (Cji(r, z)) is the adjoint of 
A(& z), whence Cji(& z) is a polynomial in (& z) of degree <2m - (tj - si). 
Also, from (1.9), (1.30) and (1.33), we see that the coefficient a,(<) of z”-’ 
in M+(& z) is dominated by e(r)‘. Whence, on r+(l), MtP ,(<, z) is 
dominated by e(c)kP’. Now, since p,(<, z) is given by (1.31), for z E r+(r) 
we have 
I IC(&z)P(&z)]j/ < C15~4t12m+si~fi+k-1 IC(i-l)m+k(r)l? (1.38) 
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the sum being over i from 1 to N and k from 1 to m as are the following 
sums. 
Using this in (1.37) together with the fact that /al + /3 < tj, we obtain 
It"D,4t;i(t7 Y)l < cl6 exp(-Gll e(<)y> ~40misitk Ic(i- Ijm+k(Ol. 
Denote (i - 1)m + k by V. We have then 
~Ilvjll~12 < Cl, Jjm exp(-2C ;: e(t)y)P e(<)m+si+k Ick3ll’ & & 
0 
III”jII~12 < C,, 1 [e(t)-1’2Z.e(W+Si+k IC,(Oll* &a 
But having chosen c(r) to satisfy (1.15) we obtain 
and hence (1.28), completing the proof. 
THEOREM 1.11. Conditions l-3 are necessary to obtain inequality 
(1.21). 
Proof. Inequality (1.21) implies the regularity estimate (1.6) and hence 
Hypothesis 1 is necessary. 
Also, for u E CF(J2, C”), yoB(D)u = 0 and so (1.21) implies for all such u 
But the proof given in 17, p. 601 shows then ker A(Z) = (0) for all Z E R”; 
i.e., Hypothesis 2 holds. 
Finally, the necessity of Hypothesis 3 follows exactly as in 14, p. 2261. 
The fact that the functions considered here are vector-valued affects only the 
determination of certain constants. 1 
2. VARIABLE COEFFICIENTS 
DEFINITION 2.1 [ 21. Let B be an open set in Rn whose boundary r is an 
infinitely differentiable manifold and let iB, be the ball with center at the 
origin and radius r. Q is said to be uniformly regular if there is a cover of fi 
by open sets {Qj: j E N), a family of infinitely differentiable 
homeomorphisms {wi : j E N }, an no E N and a 6 > 0 such that 
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(i) At most n, of the Qj’s have non-empty intersection. 
(ii) For each jEN, Wj:~j~~,, oj:Qjnn+5iB,n{x,>0} and 
~,:njn~+B,n{x,=O),allmapsonto. 
(iii) The derivatives of oj and its inverse are bounded independently 
of j. 
(iv) UjEN o,:‘(B,,~) 2 r,, where I-, = (x E R”: dist(x, r) < S}. 
Following Lions and Magenes 161, for u E C:(6) let y,u = u ] r where 
r= Xl. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. The map y,, can be extended by continuity so as to be 
a continuous linear map of HS(J2) onto H’-‘/*(Z) where R is assumed to be 
untformly regular and s is an integer. 
Proof: See Lions and Magenes [6, Theorem 1.8.31. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Zf Q is untformly regular and {Gj} is a cover of a as 
in Definition 2.1, there is an infinitely dtfirentiable partition of unity ( nk} 
subordinate to the cover having untformly bounded derivatives. Moreover 
there exists an integer N, such that in each Qj at most N, of the nk’s are 
non-vanishing and C,n: = 1 on fi. 
Let ok = yOqk. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. For each positive integer s there exist constants C,,, 
and C,,, such that for all u E H”(R) and 4 E Hs-“2(Z) 
G Il~llf-L,2~~kII~:OIIS-l,2~~2.sII~lI~-,,2~ (2.2) 
where L! and Ink} are as in Proposition 2.3. 
The last two results and Definition 2.1 are in Browder [2], except (2.2) 
which follows from (2.1) and Proposition 2.2. 
Throughout this section we shall assume Q denotes a untformly regular 
domain, Z= iX2 and A(x, D) and B(x, D) are systems of dtflerential 
operators with weights (si, tj} and {Q}, respectively, where A is N x N, 
det A(x, D) has order 2m for all x E 0 and B is m x N. Further, we shall 
assume the coeficients of A,j(x, D) (resp., B,,,) have all derivatives up to 
order si (resp., r,,) bounded and untformly continuous on fi (resp., Z,), where 
Z, is given by Definition 2.1. 
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DEFINITION 2.5. (a) If at each x E a, A(x, D) is elliptic and if the 
constant C in (1.3) can be chosen independently of x E a, then .4(x, D) is 
called unzformly elliptic. If, in addition, A(x, D) is properly elliptic at each 
x E r, then we say A(x, D) is uniformly, properly elliptic. 
(b) If A@, D) is uniformly, properly elliptic, B(x, D) covers A(x, D) 
on r and the “covering” constant of (1.12) can be chosen independently of 
x E r, we say that B(x, D) uniformly covers A(x, D) on r. 
THEOREM 2.6 [I]. With R, A(x, D) and B(x, D) as above, necessary and 
suficient conditions that there exist C > 0 such that for all u E CT@, C”) 
Ml: < C[II4OMl,R f ll~oBW’Mlf-,,, + II4lo”~ (2.3) 
are that A is unzformly, properly elliptic and B uniformly covers A. 
Remark. While the proof given in [ 1, II] is for a “portion” of R, the 
result stated above follows from the existence of a uniform, finite upper 
bound on the number of overlapping members of a partition of unity for a. 
We will need the fact that elliptic problems have local solutions. 
THEOREM 2.7 [4]. With R, A(x, D) and B(x, D) as above, ifA(x, D) is 
properly elliptic in a neighborhood U of x,, E r and B(x, D) covers A@, D) in 
U n r, then there is a neighborhood V of x, such that 
(A, yoB): H’(Q n I’) + HS(Q n V) x H’- “*(rn V) 
is surjective. 
Although Freeman and Schechter prove Theorem 2.7 for the case of a 
single equation, their proof carries over immediately to systems. See 
pp. 233-238 of [4]. Furthermore, obvious modifications of the arguments 
given in [4] yield local existence in the interior problem as well. 
THEOREM 2.8 [4]. With R and A(x, D) as above, zfA(x, D) is elliptic in 
a neighborhood U of x0 E 0, then there is a neighborhood V of x,, such that 
is surjective. 
A: Ht(an V)+HS(S1n V) 
Let us recall some terminology from functional analysis. Suppose 5%’ and 
y are Banach spaces and T is a linear operator from 5 to 9. Denote the 
kernel of T by ker T and the adjoint of T by T*. Let a(T) = dim ker T and 
/3(r) = dim ker T*. 
DEFINITION 2.9. (a) If either a(T) or p(r) is finite, then the index of T 
denoted by ind T is defined to be a(T) --p(T). 
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(b) If T has closed graph, the image of T is closed and ind T is 
defined, then T is said to be a semi-Fredholm operator. When the index is 
finite, it is called a Fredholm operator. 
On bounded regions the Rellich-Sobolev theorem [S] and the a priori 
estimate of Theorem 2.6 imply [8, Theorem V.6.21 that, if all tj > 0, (A, yoB) 
is semi-Fredholm. In fact, the kernel of (A, yoB) is finite dimensional. The 
crux of the matter here is that /] ]I0 d is compact relative to (] ]]: (which 
requires all tj > 0). Moreover, the existence of local right inverses is used to 
prove that the kernel of (A, yoB)* is finite dimensional and thus that the 
boundary problem yields a Fredholm operator. 
The proof last mentioned relies on the fact that the overlaps for the 
domains of the local right inverses lie within a bounded region. This was 
observed and exploited by Freeman and Schechter [ 4, Theorem 3.13 ] and the 
following theorem generalizes the result given there for a single operator to 
the setting of elliptic systems. 
The fact that the problem “at infinity” is an isomorphism is used to obtain 
the first implication above, that is, ker(A, yoB) is finite dimensional and the 
image of (A, y,,B) is closed. 
THEOREM 2.10. With 0, A and B as above, suppose A is properly elliptic 
on fi and B covers A on r= a&? Suppose all tj > 0. 
Suppose A,(x, D) = C aij,(x) Dp and B,,j(~, D) = C bhjp(x) Dp. Suppose 
further that Ar(x, D) = C a$,(x) Dp, B,gi(x, D) = 2 b&(x) Dp and that 
(Aa‘, yoBm) also has weights {si, tj, r,}, is a topological isomorphism of 
H’(f-4 onto HS(R) x Hr-“2(Z) and that lim,,, ‘oo lDaaijp(x) - 
DearP( = 0, f or all Ial < si, IpI< ti - si and lim,,, +co ID4b,,(X) - 
Dsbz,(x)( =O, for all I/31 <r,,, JpI < t,j-r,, and for all 1 <i, j,< N, 
l<h<m. 
Then (A, y,,B): H’(Q) + HS(Q) x Hr--1’2(l-) is a Fredholm operator and 
there exists C, > 0 such that for all u E H’(Q) 
ll4lP < C, [IWII,” + II~oB4l;-,,2 + lI4i,“l (2.4) 
where II 11,” is a compact seminorm relative to II 11:. 
COROLLARY 2.11. If Q is a half-space and (A ‘O, y0 B”) has constant 
coefficients satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 1.9, then the result of the 
preceding theorem is true. 
COROLLARY 2.12. If fi is the complement of a bounded open set, then 
the conclusion of Theorem 2.10 is true with the hypothesis at 00 being needed 
only on A(x, D). 
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To establish Theorem 2.10 we use the following two lemmas whose proofs 
are essentially identical to the arguments in [4]. We omit them for brevity. 
LEMMA 2.13 [4]. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.10 there exist R, 
C, > 0 such that for all u E C,“(fi, c”) 
where LI, =Rn iB,. 
LEMMA 2.14 [4]. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.10 there exists a 
linear operator 
R : HS(Q) x H’- “‘(Z-) + H’(R) 
which is an approximate right inverse for (A, yoB). That is, 
(A, y,,B)R = Z + K, K a compact operator on HS(LI) x H’-“*(r). 
Remark. The essential ingredients in the proof of Lemma 2.13 are the 
bounded inverse estimate for (A”O, yoBW) and the use of the hypothesis on 
the coefficients to show 
IKA” -4Il,R G E II4lP (2.6) 
for any choice of E > 0 if supp v c IBf, and R is chosen sufficiently large. 
To prove Lemma 2.14 observe that (2.6) implies that (A, yoB) is surjective 
with respect to Q n iBi for R sufficiently large. But we have local existence 
on the closure of Q n iB,. Piecing together these “local” right inverses and 
using the boundedness of the overlaps of their domains we obtain an approx- 
imate right inverse. 
Proof of Theorem 2.10. First, (2.5) implies (2.4) using the fact that the 
Rellich-Sobolov theorem implies that (] ]I; R is a compact seminorm relative 
to /] ]I: (since all tj > 0); so applying a standard argument from functional 
analysis [8, Theorem V.6.21 we obtain that ker(A, y,,B) is finite dimensional 
and the image of (A, yoB) is closed. 
Second, from Lemma 2.14 we obtain that R *(A, y,,B)* = Z + K* and 
hence ker(A, y,,B)* c ker(Z + K*) which is finite dimensional as is well 
known from the Riesz theory for compact operators [S, p. 941. Thus Lemmas 
2.13 and 2.14 imply that (A, y,,B) is a Fredholm operator. 
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